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Nonprofits That Help Nonprofits
Where do nonprofits turn when they're in need?
To other nonprofits, of course. Read about the
organizations that are helping other nonprofits get
the technical assistance and professional services
they need.

Stat of the Month
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Question of the Month

NASCONet Project
GuideStar would like to thank the more than 1,600
nonprofit organizations that expressed their support
for the NASCONet one-stop on-line state registration
project.
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A Summer Reading List

May Question of
the Month
Does your organization
have a Web site?

April's Question of the Month asked newsletter
readers what professional or nonprofit information
sources they regularly read or consult. Take a look
at a list of the publications and sites that were
mentioned the most.
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Give us your answer
Last month's results

Looking for a Web Development
Volunteer?
Need help with a Web site for your organization?
GuideStar works with MSDN Online, a Microsoftsponsored community of Web developers, to connect
nonprofits with Web developer and design
volunteers.
Connecting Nonprofit
Professionals Worldwide

professionals)

Any organization that has completed the GuideStar
Information Form can place a free classified ad for
assistance with its Web site. All Web development
ads are listed on GuideStar and the MSDN Online
Volunteer Kiosk.
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Stat of the Month
(As of 05/01/03)

Number of GuideStar Participants—69,537
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Advice for Investment
Professionals
"Is your client giving to a
worthy cause? A quick
look at GuideStar should
help." —Registered Rep
(monthly magazine for
investment

GuideStar
Newsletters
are powered
by:
LocalVoice helps nonprofits
easily manage donor
relations and communication.
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